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General Release Notes Information

These release notes describe the new functionality, improved functionality, and resolved issues

included with OP Diagnostic Tests Import Utility Version 14.3.1.

New Features

Non Module-specific New Features

There are no new features in this release that impact the overall application.

Module-specific New Features

HL7 Lab Results

Function: The DTI needs to support the importation of PDF files from HL7 files.

Solution:

Enhanced the software so that the DTI supports the importation of PDF files from HL7
files. If a lab sends a PDF file embedded in an HL7 file, the DTI allows the user to
display the PDF file. This enhancement includes the addition of the PDF button to the
Filename field. This button always displays after the user has selected a lab result. If
the user clicks the PDF button and the DTI does not display a PDF file, this indicates
that the HL7 file does not have an embedded PDF file.

Improved Functionality

Non Module-specific Improved Functionality



Issue: The DTI needs to improve the speed with which it renders formatted text.

Resolution:
Enhanced the software by reducing the time it takes for the DTI to render and display
formatted text.

Module-specific Improved Functionality

There is no improved functionality in this release that impacts a specific module.

Resolved Issues

Non Module-specific Resolved Issues

There are no resolved issues in this release that impact the overall application.

Search

Issue: The DTI was not able to search for last names that contained an apostrophe.

Resolution:
Updated the software so that the DTI can search for last names that contain an
apostrophe. DTI accurately searches and displays all matches of last names
regardless of punctuation.

Module-specific Resolved Issues

There are no resolved issues in this release that impact a specific module.

Reports

Issue:
Healthbridge results were not displaying correctly in reports. With this issue, the .br
and .bmk formatting commands were displaying in the report.

Resolution:
Updated the software so that the Healthbridge results display correctly in reports.
The DTI correctly renders formatting commands and does not display the formatting
commands.

Transcriptions

Issue:
If the DTI received a transcription that contained formatted text, DTI could not render
the formatting and shut down.



Resolution: Updated the software so that, if the DTI receives a transcription with formatted text,
the DTI correctly renders the formatting and does not shut down.

PDF Feature for HIE and Cloud

Issue:
The PDF feature in the DTI did not work with the HIE interface or with Cloud lab
interfaces that also place the HL7 into the document (such as Labcorp and Novel
labs).

Resolution:
Updated the software so that the PDF feature in the DTI works with the HIE interface
and with Cloud lab interfaces.

Known Issues

There are no known issues in this release.


